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Rachael Kenney (she): Does anyone still have the chat open from the last session that was in this room? I meant to 
copy the info someone mentioned for a paper but closed too quickly :) 

Vanessa Merker: No 

Cindy Blair: not yet 

Margaret Crane: Nope 

Holly Storkel: No 

Venice Ng Williams (she/hers): No 

Dana Epstein: yes 

Rachel Steinberg: Yes 

luis.gay: no 

Katy Trinkley: yes 

Jess Indresano (they/them): i don’t know 

Andrea Svoboda: No 

Cindy Blair: beg 

Katy Trinkley: experienced 

Cole Hooley: beg 

Vanessa Merker: intermediate 

Emily Godfrey: Intermediate 

Rachel Steinberg: Beginner 

Venice Ng Williams (she/hers): Intermediate 

Holly Storkel: Beginner 

Margaret Crane: Beginner 

Jess Indresano (they/them): intermediate (from a community organizing background, not as well versed in 
applying it to research) 
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Andrea Svoboda: Beginner 

Katy Trinkley: minority patients 

Jess Indresano (they/them): Patients 

Holly Storkel: Policy makers 

Margaret Crane: Funders 

Victrine: patients' families 

Rachel Steinberg: elders 

Vanessa Merker: Patients from minoritized communities 

Margaret Crane: They have different priorities than I do 

Emily Godfrey: Diverse perspectives takes more time, get less done 

Marie Masotya: different committments 

Rachel Steinberg: Power dynamics can be hard to acknowledge and effectively work through (researchers often 
have power over community members) 

Marie Masotya: levels of trust 

Katy Trinkley: we speak different "languages"  - different backgrounds and expertise 

Jess Indresano (they/them): power differentials within the groups your working with can be hard to navigate 

Jess Indresano (they/them): you’re* 

Marie Masotya: I really love these different strategies. Do you combine members of different stakeholder gropus 
in these strategies or have separate workgroups for different stakeholders? Do you find some strategies work 
better for certain types of stakeholders? 

Emily Godfrey: Our university almost always asks for SSN, which can be a problem for community members or 
patients on disability.  Does anyone have policies for incentivizing community/patient partners as a model for 
other universities to consider? 

Jess Indresano (they/them): Will the slides be available on the website later? Right now, what shows up doesn’t 
include these slides. (I could also be looking in the wrong spot.) 
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Katie Klossner: Yes. Slides will be available. There is still time for questions, but thank you everyone for attending 
Day One of COPRH Con 2021. Look forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! 

Jess Indresano (they/them): Thanks! 

Monica Perez Jolles: mjolles@usc.edu  

Cole Hooley: Thanks!! 

Katie Klossner: yes - up to you 
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